We show the possible evolution of the nuclear deep inelastic structure function with nuclear density ρ. The nucleon deep inelastic structure function represents distribution of quarks as function of Björken variable x which measures the longitudinal fraction of momentum carried by them during the Deep Inelastic Scattering (DIS) of electrons on nuclear targets. Starting with small density and negative pressure in Nuclear Matter (NM) we have relatively large inter-nucleon distances and increasing role of nuclear interaction mediated by virtual mesons.When the density approaches the saturation point, ρ = ρ 0 , we have no longer separate mesons and nucleons but eventually modified nucleon Structure Function (SF) in medium. The ratio of nuclear to nucleon SF measured at saturation point is well known as "EMC effect". For larger density, ρ > ρ 0 , when the localization of quarks is smaller then 0.3 fm, the nucleons overlap. We argue that nucleon mass should start to decrease in order to satisfy the Momentum Sum Rule (MSR) of DIS. These modifications of the nucleon Structure Function (SF) are calculated in the frame of the nuclear Relativistic Mean Field (RMF) convolution model. The correction to the Fermi energy from term proportional to the pressure is very important and its inclusion modifies the Equation of State (EoS) for nuclear matter. 
Introduction
The observed enhancement of the nuclear to deuterium cross sections ratio for Björken variable x ∼ 0.6 known as EMC effect is still the open subject. The main issue of this work is the explanation of nuclear medium modifications in the deep inelastic process on nuclear targets caused by nucleon-nucleon interactions and nucleon motion inside nucleus. The last measurements [1] confirm quite strong nuclear dependence, as witnessed by Fig. 1 (where it is shown for small mass number A = 12), of the cross section ratio on nuclei to deuteron. This ratio, in this work denoted by R(x), almost does not depend on Q 2 for x > 0.02 (their dependence are cancelled in the ratio). This is strong evidence for the influence of nuclear field on the partonic structure of nucleons. New experiments are going to explore large x region where both nucleon in nucleus and parton in nucleon are strongly correlated. DIS on nuclei [2] -the main idea and our framework of the nuclear SF are presented in section (2) . In the wide range of nuclear density 0 < ̺ < 3̺ 0 to nucleons interact by meson exchanges. Therefore in addition to the electronnucleon scattering the scattering on exchanged mesons also take place and contribute in the sea region populated mainly by quark-antiquarkpairs. Our model for parton distribution in nuclei is based on the assumption that nuclear interaction is switch off for big values of x and consequently in this regime , the collective motion of partons in nuclear medium take place. The sea Parton Distributions (PD) are described by allowing for additional virtual pions in hadron to appear (we call them "nuclear pions") in quantity which reproduces both the nuclear lepton pair production data and saturates the energy-momentum sum rule. Good agreement with the experimental data has been obtained [3] . The quark localization is proportional to 1/x and this relation introduces dependence of the nucleon structure function on nuclear medium. In DIS in nuclear medium, part of pions contribute to the sea quark structure of nucleon, but for small x < 0.01 the uncertainty in the life time of intermediate photon-quark state becomes comparable (or larger) then the mean distance between nucleons what results in the shadowing of single nucleons contributions. These medium effects, namely the changes in the nucleon rest energy and the enhancement of the sea quark contribution (as simulated by "nuclear pions") modify the transverse parton momentum distribution inside NM. It was shown that in order to reproduce the observed behavior of experimental data and describe the x dependence one has to determine the amount of the additional intermediate pions (mediating the nucleon-nucleon interaction [4] ) in the function of Björken x. In particular, the magnitude of nuclear Fermi motion is sensitive to the residual interactions between partons, influencing both the nucleon structure function and the value of the nucleon mass in nuclear matter [5] . In the section (4) we will discuss time the EMC effect in function of nuclear density. The influence of these modifications to the Equation of State (EOS) in NM will be discussed in the last section. Good agreement predictions with experiments in heavy ion collisions have been obtained [6] .
The nuclear deeply inelastic limit
The Björken variable x is the fraction of momentum k carried by quark in the nucleon and is equal in this model to the ratio of longitudinal momenta
It was shown that in fact the nuclear SF in CM depends on the contributions from both scalar U S and vector U V potentials. The nuclear quark SF F A 2 in a nucleus with the mass number A is constructed in the convolution model (CM) from the free nucleon SF F N 2 (x ≡ x N ) in the nucleon and the nucleon distribution function ρ A (y A ) in the nucleus. The general convolution formula in the relativistic Fermi gas model [7] for nucleon SF F A 2 is:
) are the parton distributions in the free, or medium modified, pion and in the free (or bound) nucleon respectively, ρ A π is the probability distribution for nuclear pions in the nuclei and the nuclear density ρ A is given by: 
Here the nucleon spectral function was taken in the RMF approach:
). In the nuclear medium, characterized by E/A and Fermi energy E F , the rest energy of the nucleon M B = i k + Ni , in the Björken on shell limit (short interaction times), takes effectively different value (for large x) than its free nucleon mass M and gives the proper description [3] of EMC data in Fig. 1 . It can be thought as the sum of the corresponding partonic energies k 0 Ni expressed in the rest frame of nucleon (notice that they differ from k 0 Ai ). Such M B , accounts therefore effectively for the Fermi motion of nucleons inside the nucleus. This is, in addition to the standard Fermi smearing on a nuclear level, the influence of the Fermi motion emerging from a nucleonic (x) level. The nucleon distribution is simplified in the RMF in saturation point (no pressure) to the form [7] :
where v A = p F /µ, and y takes the values given by in-
. Thus all the nuclear dependence is hidden in nucleon chemical potential µ = E/A = E F when the pressure is absent at the saturation point [7, 9, 3] . However for finite pressure the situation is different [10] .
Finite density -A dependence
Generally the A dependence of the EMC effect is strong only for small x < 0. descriptions of this phenomenon. Assuming that incoming photon splits intobefore reaching nucleus then we have absorption of this pairs which depends on x. This can be related to multiple scattering and diffraction [11] . Here we will model the shadowing in the frame of partonic recombination approach [12, 13] . In the shadowing we have two distinguishing points. For mean free path of quarks z S (x) larger then intermediate distance between nucleons, z S (x) < r N , the nucleons are not longer localized by photons as belonging to particular nucleon and shadowing starts. For r N ≃ 2 f m we have x S ≃ 0.1. The shadowing should saturate at x f ≃ 0.01 when z > 2r 0 A 1/3 and the resolution is larger then nuclear diameter. Finally shadowing should depend on the distance z − z S and for saturation distance the depletion of the cross section should be proportional to the number of shadowing nucleons in the nucleus -(A 1/3 − 1), (A 1/3 because the shadowing take place along z direction only). Summarizing we show our parametrization of the cross section in the region 0.01 < x < 0.1 by the following function:
on Fig.3 for Helium, Carbon and Calcium. Above formula gives reasonable fit to data with only one free parameter which shows that the nuclear dependance of shadowing region is described quite reasonable. For intermediate region of x calculations were made in the local density approximation where the Fermi momentum p F = (3/2ρπ
2 ) 1/3 was calculated from the local nuclear matter density ρ. For C, Ca and Ag we choose respectively k F = 220, 240, 260 MeV respectively [15] . The distribution parameters above the Fermi level: the end of the distribution tail p T or exponent r were calculated from the normalization condition for n(p). In finite nuclei the nucleons partially occupy their single particle states below the Fermi level with the long distance tail above [16] ; therefore the momentum distribution function n(p) was model by: 
n(p)
The dependence from the details of the distribution tail above the Fermi surface was found to be negligible in the presented approach for that range of x. We compare it also with density distributions coming the standard nuclear harmonic oscillator potential for light nuclei with A dependent phenomenological parameter hω = 45A −1/3 +25A −2/3 [17] . In our model the new sea parton distributions described by the modified cloud of virtual pions is the response for the depletion of cross section for intermediate x (which is described by the change of the mass distribution as a function of x due to the final state interaction). Both effect lead to the conservation of nuclear single particle momentum sum rule. This is very important. Our description of theses features are in good agreement with experimental data: the EMC effect and nuclear lepton pair production data has been described essentialy without free parameters.
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RMF models, EOS and parton SF
For non zero pressure in nuclear matter the Fermi energy is not equal to the average binding energy but there are the well known correction (see for example) [18] :
where A/̺ = Ω give volume. Equivalently we can write
The E press is generated by the nuclear interaction via meson exchange and for low pressure below saturation point is negative and is represented basically by the scattering on virtual meson , see Fig. 2 . These contributions proportional to the pressure are greatest for density ̺ = ̺ 0 /2 where the density gradient is large. For bigger density this contributions became smaller and vanish in saturation point. For increasing pressure nucleons begin to overlap. There are no place for contribution from exchanged meson but rather the nucleon SF which is built from meson cloud should be modified. Consequently in order to satisfy MSR [3] in (DIS) the nucleon SF in the nuclear medium has to be changed. For region ̺ ≥ ̺ 0 the nucleon SF begin to change into bound nucleon SF which like nucleon SF has no explicit meson degree freedom at saturation density. The Equation of State (EOS) for nuclear matter has to match the saturation point with compressibility
A but then the behavior for higher densities is different for different RMF models, see Fig. 5 . We present here two extreme examples: stiff model of Walecka [20] (with K −1 = 450 MeV) and two soft Zimanyi-Moszkowski [21] non linearmodels [22] with K −1 ≃ 200MeV, close to the experimental estimate. 1 The density dependent energy E press carried by meson field is shown in Fig. 6 . The role of this term in comparison to E/A (previous picture) is strong for stiff EOS.
Calculation of the nuclear SF for positive pressure have to include the changes in Fermi energy Eq.(4) along with the finite pressure [10] . It increases E F by 8% for density 3ρ 0 . The second sum rule is sensitive for these finite pressure correction E press = E F − E/A as can be seen from the integral taken in limits (E F − p F ) < Ay A /E < (E F + p F ):
The integral depends only from the Fermi energy which additionally determine the onset of the maximum for nuclear density ρ A . We see that second the sum rule is broken by the factor E F /µ. Therefore we have to change the quark SF. Scaling the Björken x by E F /µ will restore the MSR:
Such a scaling of x N = (M A /M N )x A by definition will reduce the nucleon mass M by factor µ/E F . We just demonstrate how the change of the quark structure function can help us on the nuclear level. However not only momentum sum rule is satisfied. These finite pressure correction to the nucleon mass make the EoS much softer. These main results displayed in Fig. 7 were obtained by solving numerically equations for energy and pressure similar to the ordinary Walecka model but with the modified nuclear mass given by M(µ/E F ) = M/(1 + E press /µ) which has the extra dependence from energy and and its density derivative (pressure). We see that these correction applied to two standard sets of parameters in Walecka model make this model softer with the good or at least much better agreement with semi experimental estimate [24] from heavy ion collision. The EOS obtained with ρ 0 = .19 f m −3 (C v 2 = 195.9, C s 2 = 267.1) coincides with the allowed course of EoS (restricted area in [24] obtained using analyses which extract from matter flow in heavy ion collision the high pressure obtained there).
Summary
Our model calculations performed in the frame of relativistic mean field approach shows how important are the modifications (particularly for those RMF with stiff EoS) of nucleon mass which restore the momentum sum rule within the parton structure in nuclear matter. The presented analysis of the nuclear distribution function in the Björken limit ask to modify the nucleon mass only above the saturation point, the standard nuclear physics remains unchanged. In the presented work we assumed that nucleon structure function above saturation point has the same form as in the equilibrium of nuclear matter.
